Abstract. In this paper, we drew new security threats on IoT (Internet of Thing) based modern battlefield (Network centric battlefield). DoD is focusing its attention on the development of unmanned combat systems to prepare for future war. The IoT technology provides networking service to connect each other unmanned combat system. IoT has the security vulnerabilities of each element of the technology itself because the technology integrates several components to configure a specific service. And new security vulnerabilities will be caused when they are interconnecting. In military information communication technology, we should concern in four perspectives; illegal remote control, information leakage, false information insert, and signal disturbance.
Introduction
Future battlefield will be the new battlefield form that combines the information & communication technology and national defense science technology. A representative battlefield is network-centric warfare (NCW). This constitutes an information grid that connects the elements of all combat soldiers, weapons, military equipment and so on by utilizing computers, sensors, wired/wireless network. And it is warfare concept that increases war power by intelligence superiority through information sharing and integration as connecting intelligence collection systems, command and control system, and strike system [1] . Each system is connected to network for faster information collection, analysis, and sharing in network-centric warfare. By doing so, it is to obtain intelligence superiority and improve the real-time resilience on the battlefield. The defense ministry has planned to apply IoT (Internet of Thing) to build this intelligent combat system. IoT is thing space network that form intelligent relationship such as sensing, networking, and information processing with mutual cooperation without human intervention on the distributed environment composed of 2 He is a correspondent-author of this paper.
human, thing, and service [2] . IoT has specific security vulnerabilities for each respective component because the physical and technology components are done seamless communication and information delivery from the end sensor to the user service. In addition, new security vulnerabilities that did not exist on components could be existed by connecting each component [3] . If IoT applies to national defense information and communications systems, the same security vulnerabilities will be happened. So, it is important to identify these security vulnerabilities and necessary to establish countermeasures accordingly.
In this paper, we will describe IoT security threats in section 2 and security threats of national defense information and communication applied to IoT in section 3. We conclude in section 4.
IoT Security Threats
The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to technology for connecting things embedded with electronics, software and sensors on the internet. It also means connectivity to enable to achieve service by exchanging data with connected devices. Each thing has a unique IP to distinguish itself through its embedded computing system, and they are able to interoperate within the existing internet infrastructure. IoT is composed of three main factors such as human, objects, and service. IoT technology is to connect machine to machine, machine to man, and man to man. To connect the factors, it is needed main component technologies such as sensing, communication and network, and service interface techniques. The sensing obtains information related to the objects and the environment using a various sensors. The communication and network refer to all wired and wireless networks that can be connected to the human, objects, and service. The service interface is responsible for interlocking IoT factors and the application service to perform a specific function [2, 4, 5] .
In IoT techniques, it may cause new security vulnerabilities when interconnecting each component technologies. Of cause, it has the security vulnerabilities of each element in the technology itself because the technology integrates several components to configure a specific service. It is difficult to keep security in IoT environment because there are various subjects such as devices provider, communication & network provider, service developer, API developer, platform providers, and data owners, etc. According to Cisco [6] , there are devices connected to each other more than 10 billion worldwide and is expected to be exceeded 50 billion by 2020, and is expected to record 50% growth over the next three years. When this occurs, the security threats targeted on IoT is expected to increase as much. It found that zombie home appliances were real when detecting spam and phishing e-mail cases of 75 million using smart TV or refrigerator connected to the Internet like zombie PC. And it is demonstrated that hacker can manipulate to break into the wireless IP camera via a search engine 'Shodan' which find all the component things connected the server, webcam, printer, and router to the internet. In Black Hat 2013, researchers revealed how Toyota Prius and the Ford Escape, which are the most popular vehicles in the US, are hacked, and can be manipulated at will in the notebook. In Black Hat 2014, security researcher show off hacking techniques that the drone would fly around sniffing out WiFi networks has hardware inside that allows it to spoof a cell phone tower [7] . There could be caused the reverse effects such as information disclosure, data modulation, service stop, an invasion of privacy and so on. The following table shows the security threats on the IoT components. IoT is applicable to the various field of national defense such as surveillance and reconnaissance systems, soldiers combat uniform, logistics supply, etc. In particular, IoT can be applied unmanned combat systems, combat soldiers, precise guided munitions, Army/Navy/Air Force combat platforms, surveillance and reconnaissance systems, and so on. In the modern battlefield, if IoT is applied to a process of information collection and analysis, target acquisition, weapons selection, and target attack, it may cause important security threats such as illegal remote control, information leakage, false information insert, and signal disturbance.
Illegal remote control is to seize control by acquiring access authorization of unmanned combat systems. Firstly, the attacker obtains access authorization of user as cracking the password or finding system vulnerability. And it seizes the super user privilege, using the user's access authorization. The attacker can degrade the enemy's combat power as preventing attack by the unmanned combat systems, and making to attack allies each other, using privilege of unmanned combat systems.
Information Leakage is to extract information that is propagated through the network by sniffing or ARP spoofing attack techniques. By identifying enemy's operations plan or location in advance, it is possible to faster deploy a military operation than enemy.
False information insert is inserted into incorrect information on target or replaced fake information, using replay or session hijacking attack techniques. By doing so, it is possible to delay the friendly operations or cause the confusion.
Signal disturbance is to paralyze the communication as emitting a stronger output of frequency noise than radio wave frequency of the radar or communications equipment from ally's area. It is difficult to obtain the enemy information when the signal is jammed.
The following figure is showing security threats on modern battlefield applied to IoT.
Fig. 1 Security threats on IoT applied battlefield

Conclusion
We drew new security threats on network centric battlefield applied to IoT in the modern warfare. IoT is applicable to the various field of national defense such as surveillance and reconnaissance systems, soldiers combat uniform, logistics supply, etc. If IoT is applied to a combat process such as information collection and analysis, target acquisition, weapons selection, and target attack, it will be happened important security threats like remote control, information leakage, and false information insert, and signal disturbance.
In future, we will analyze in detail on the security threats, and we will propose a countermeasure accordingly.
